Meeting Customer
and Patient Needs in a
Changed Landscape

Clarity provides the vision,
strategy, process and
tools that pharmaceutical
teams need to rise to the
challenge of 21st Century
customer engagement.

We help customer-facing organizations
create strong alignment with and
meet the needs of polic y makers,
payers, providers and patients with a
value‑centric approach and impact.

“When customer and
patient needs in a
changed landscape
are fully understood,
opportunities abound…”
CEO, Clarity Engagement Solutions

Clarity’s proven knowledge
transfer, skills development and
comprehensive tools extend
to the point of conversation
in the field to elevate the
market intelligence of your
customer‑facing teams and raise
the value of every customer dialog.
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The healthcare
landscape is
changing rapidly and
current pharma
models are not
keeping pace

“We’re not surprised
to hear people
acknowledge that they
can’t count on doing
business as usual.”
Susan McDonald, CEO
National Analysts
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“The pharma industry
is no longer
being rewarded
for incremental
innovation and for
selling mostly pills.”

“68% of pharma sales
and marketing
execs believe the
current pharma
model is broken.”

“The same message
as before is just being
pushed through
10–20 channels.
The customer is
not pleased.”

PWC

Booz & Company

Eyeforpharma

Common customer-facing
strategies fall short of the
complete solution…
Traditional responses, such as increasing your marketing spend,
may seem like sound ideas but do not target senior executives
or population management roles and while introducing training
for KAMs is always good, it is not an organization-wide strategy.

The consequences for business are:

Payer, policy maker,
provider and patient
needs are going unmet
as pharma struggles
to understand points
of alignment

This is restricting
account & revenue
expansion

This is affecting product
launch trajectories
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Leading the
New Customer
Engagement
Paradigm

There is a great opportunity to build truly 21st
Century customer organizations, equipped for the
next generation of customer engagement and
we’re excited to be a part of it. Clarity’s innovative
solutions deliver both organization‑wide and targeted
solutions that transform payer, policy maker, provider
and patient value.
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Structured
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HEALTHCARE COST &

New
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Models

Lean Process/
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Delivery
Changes

MEASUREMENT

Non-branded

INNOVATION & NEW
CAPABILITIES

Customer Partnerships
Patient-centric Selling
B2B Account Strategies
Non-branded Tools
Health System Expertise
New Stakeholder Knowledge
Value Beyond The Pill Service
Model Approach

CUSTOMER
ENGAGEMENT

EVOLVING & EXPANDING
NEEDS

Improved Patient
Engagement & Outcome

PHARMA CO

CUSTOMER
Patient Pop. Management
Patient Registries
Risk Stratification/Early identification
Tailored Patient Pathways
Collaborative Team-based Care
Transitions of Care
Quality Metrics

Reimbursement
Changes

Rise of Payer

Change
in Access
Drug
Commoditization

Collaborative
Care

MEASUREMENT

HEALTHCARE COST &

Payment
Changes
Pay For
Value
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Move beyond selling on product messages
alone and create long‑term strategic
value for and with key accounts
We offer a total solution. From executive alignment, data-driven insights and change
management to landscape education, from curriculum development to training
execution and on‑going coaching, our comprehensive solutions are tailored to
meet our clients’ unique requirements.
Our client work has included the following healthcare customer account types,
therapeutic areas and customer-facing roles:
INDUSTRY EXPERTISE
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Govt. Health Systems-Payers
Hospital Systems
Medical Groups/Clinics
HMOs
Univ. Med. Centers
Private Payers
Wholesalers/Pharmacies
GPOs
Acute Care/LTC
IDNs
PBMs

THERAPEUTIC AREAS














Oncology
Immunology
Cardiovascular
CNS
Diabetes
Respiratory
Dermatology
Rheumatology
Women’s Healthcare
Ophthalmology
Radiology
Gastroenterology
Infectious disease

CUSTOMER-FACING ROLES









KAM
Commercial Sales
Patient Access/Market Access
Medical
Marketing/Brands
Legal
Finance
Patient Programs

The Clarity Difference
Clarity is the first choice of many top 50 pharmaceutical companies
when confronting this challenge and we consistently deliver
a solution that is effective and highly measurable.
Clarity is unique in its ability to offer the complete solution along with the speed and flexibility
today’s pharmaceutical organizations require.
BIG 6 CONSULTING FIRMS OTHER SOLUTION PROVIDERS
Strategy & Vision
Executive Alignment
Landscape Education
Change Management
Benchmarking & Assessment
“How-To” Field Execution
Training & Coaching

















CLARITY
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From Zurich to
São Paulo, from
New York to
Singapore, Clarity
has extensive
global experience
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Sweden
London
Dublin

Toronto
Chicago
California

Paris

New York

Berlin Warsaw
Switzerland
Beijing

Turkey

Colorado

Pakistan
New Dehli

Texas
Dubai

Shanghai Taipei
Hong Kong

Mumbai
Bangalore

Tokyo

Seoul

Bangkok

Manila

Ho Chi Minh

Kuala Lumpur
Singapore
Jakarta

São Paulo

South Africa
Perth

Globally Consistent & Locally Relevant
We have implemented our solutions in
over 30 countries. Using a consistent
global framework with locally tailored
content, Clarity’s solutions are aligned to
the unique characteristics of each region,
country, account segment and team.

Sydney
Melbourne

Whether calling on payers in Europe,
health systems in the US, large hospitals
in Asia or clinics in Latin America,
Clarity is ready to engage to help your
customer-facing teams reach new
levels of stakeholder engagement.
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The right solutions
for every level of
your customer‑facing
organization
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Clarity’s comprehensive range of
solutions enable pharma companies
to advance customer engagement
at all points of contact.
Targeting…
Critical Organization-wide Change
Transformation SuiteTM

Customer-facing Skills Development
The 4 ZonesTM of Customer Engagement Account Management
The 4 ZonesTM of Customer Engagement Pharma Sales
The 4 ZonesTM of Customer Engagement Market Access
The 4 ZonesTM of Customer Engagement Medical Affairs

Real Data in a Changing World
The Pulse™ Report
The VOC™ Report
The Stance™ Report

Blended/Distance Digital Learning
eMODULE: Healthcare Ecosystem and Account Analysis
eMODULE: Stakeholder Profiling and Mapping
eMODULE: Strategic Questioning and Listening
eMODULE: Solution Co-Creation and Commitment
eMODULE: Matrix Team Leadership
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Payer, Policymaker and
Provider customers
have unmet needs
that are expanding
and accelerating,
presenting both an
opportunity and a threat
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Transformation Suite
From where you are towhere you want to be…
tm

Focusing on three core areas;

1. Executive Alignment, Change Management
and Landscape Education
2. Benchmarking, Skills Assessment and
Data-Driven Insights
3. “How-To” Execution, Messaging and Coaching
the Transformation Suite offers an organization-wide solution.
TM

Gain sustainable, competitive advantages
New alignment with
non-traditional
stakeholders

Ability to co-create
solutions with
key customers

Industry leverage with
deeper healthcare
expertise

Accelerated product
launch trajectories

New company‑wide
mindset for building
long‑term, competitively
sustainable relationships
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Worldclass process,
training and tools
for every team, every
customer‑facing role
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the 4 zonestm
of customer engagement
ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT

the 4 zonestm
of customer engagement
Pharma Sales

•	Focus on repeatable process for
strategic account management

• Strategic selling with an account
management “mindset”

• Solution Co-creation, matrix team selling

• Keeping reps and account managers aligned

• Case study method of learning

• Case study method of learning

• Application Clinic on live accounts

• Application Clinic on live accounts

• Available in classroom and/or digital learning

• Available in classroom and/or digital learning

the 4 zonestm
of customer engagement
market access

the 4 zonestm
of customer engagement
MEDICAL AFFAIRS

• Aligning with policy makers and payers
with a process-driven approach

• Providing a strategic framework
for medical teams in accounts

• Increasing the value proposition
for the entire MA team

• Increasing MSL effectiveness within
compliance boundaries

• Case study method of learning

• Case study method of learning

• Application Clinic on live accounts

• Application Clinic on live accounts

• Available in classroom and/or digital learning

• Available in classroom and/or digital learning
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Real data in a
changing world.
Leveraging analytics
for superior
customer
engagement
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Giving pharmaceutical customer-facing
organizations the data and visibility they
need to perform at the highest level.
Analytics tailored to the specific needs of each customer-facing team

The Pulse™ Report
Assessing the readiness of individual
customer-facing teams

The VOC™ Report
Bringing the voice of the customer
and their needs into view

The Stance™ Report
Knowing where your organization stands
against others in the industry
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State of the art
blended and distance
learning for teams
on the go!
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Customer-facing teams looking to upskill
can access engaging learning content
anywhere, on any mobile device!
Clarity’s eModule courseware is aligned to the best‑in‑industry competencies
of the Strategic Account Management Association (“SAMA”)

Clarity’s Digital Library

eMODULE:

Healthcare Ecosystem and Account Analysis
Deeper levels of intelligence = Meaningful Insights
eMODULE:

Stakeholder Profiling and Mapping
Creating strong alignment with customer stakeholders
eMODULE:

Strategic Questioning and Listening
Leveraging an effective framework for
customer interaction
eMODULE:

Solution Co-Creation and Commitment
Aligning to the ideal outcomes of each customer
eMODULE:

Matrix Team Leadership
Gaining impact and commitment with
internal stakeholders
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Clarity specializes in working with customer‑facing teams
to bring their ability to engage to the next level. Clarity
has successfully implemented solutions for leading
pharmaceutical companies such as Novartis, Bayer, Novo
Nordisk, Abbvie, Sandoz, Alcon, BMS, Sanofi, Teva and UCB.

2009–2013

GLOBAL

US MARKETS

The Customer Value
Creation Initiative

The Customer
Paradigm™ Project

In 2009, Novartis Global
contracted with Clarity
to design, build and
deploy a global training
program for key account
management and market
access functions.

Sanofi US turned to
Clarity to upgrade
the effectiveness of
its managed market
account teams calling
on Integrated Delivery
Networks, Group
Purchasing Organizations
and Specialty Pharmacies.

Clarity developed
“CVC”, (Customer Value
Creation) as a globally
consistent, yet locally,
(by region and country),
tailored framework of
content, best practices
and tools to elevate the
effectiveness of customer
dialog in payer, policy
maker and provider key
accounts worldwide.
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2014

Clarity also conducted
an executive exchange
session with all US
commercial leaders to
help their organizations
align to a new
customer‑centric mindset
and framework of
value-driven strategies.

2016

2017

MANAGED
MARKETS

GLOBAL

The Markets Excellence™
Project

The KAM Development
Programme

Following the approval of
the first Biosimilar product,
Sandoz approached Clarity
to help transform its
commercial organization
to elevate the effectiveness
of its account teams
calling on payers, cancer
clinics, IDNs, PBMs, GPOs,
Specialty Pharmacies and
the Federal Government.

After a global
tender process, Teva
Pharmaceuticals
selected Clarity to build
a global programme
for the development
of its Key Account
Management functions.

Clarity is implementing
the Transformation Suite™
with completion expected
in August 2017. A “case
for change” is part of the
program for senior leaders.

In addition to
instructor‑led training,
Clarity is building
content aligned to
SAMA (the Strategic
Account Management
Association). These
change management
and learning modules
will be delivered on
mobile tablets and
devices worldwide.

“Clarity, more than any of the
others we considered, had
the deepest expertise and the
ability to tailor everything
to our unique needs.”
Global head of Commercialization,
Top 10 Pharmaceutical Company

“Once we saw the depth and
breadth of Clarity’s experience
and their ability to tailor solutions
to each of our teams, we knew
we had the right partner.”
US Head of Market Access,
Top 10 Pharmaceutical Company

“From the very beginning, Clarity’s
knowledge and flexibility were a
real asset to us. They knew where
we were, where we needed to
get to and how to get us there.“
Head of KAM Excellence,
Top 15 Pharmaceutical Company
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Contact us to find
out how Clarity can
help you move to
the next level of
healthcare customer
engagement

clarityes.com

